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Abstract—The next-generation of wireless local area network systems are being conceptualized with new applications, smart devices and use cases which mandate unprecedented levels of high data rates, spectral efficiency, reliability, low latency and high energy efficiency. The index modulated orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM-IM) stands out as the most endearing candidate for physical layer modulation technique which provides a smooth transit to green communications. However, OFDM-IM being a multicarrier technique similar to classical OFDM is also very sensitive to frequency synchronization errors and needs to be addressed on priority. In this article, a novel algorithm is proposed which estimates and corrects the carrier frequency offset at the receiver and the algorithm’s performance is compared with two frequency domain variants of OFDM-IM and the classical OFDM under the same channel conditions and the simulation results show that our algorithm is not only capable of meeting the standard requirement of ±20ppm but can handle higher offsets till ±30ppm.

Index Terms—carrier frequency offset, cyclic prefix, enhanced subcarrier index modulation, generalized index modulation, RF-Impairment.

I. INTRODUCTION

OFDM is an implicit modulation technique utilised in most of the mobile and wireless communication standards and systems [1] such as third generation partnership project (3GPP) 5G new radio (NR) [2], IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi standards starting from 802.11a Wi-Fi 2 to the latest WLAN standard Wi-Fi 6 [3], Long-term evolution (LTE) [4], Worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) technology IEEE 802.16d/e [5], HIPERLAN/2 [6]. It has successfully flourished in all these systems owing to its merits of high data rate, effective resistance towards interference, simple single tap frequency domain equalization. However, the OFDM technique is limited by higher peak to average power ratio (PAPR), high sensitivity to timing and frequency synchronization errors [7].

The emerging next-generation of wireless networks (5G and beyond) are being designed with exceptional levels of very high data rates, reliability, low latency and there is also an urgent need to transit for greener communications with ubiquitous use cases [8]. The escalating teletraffic scenario has given rise to the challenging prospects in the research arena for advanced modulation schemes and waveforms which are more efficient in terms of both spectrum and energy with reliability [9]. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing with index modulation (OFDM-IM) [10], similar to classical OFDM is a physical layer multi-carrier transmission technique with sparse symbol mapping, has garnered a lot of research interest in both industry and academia [11]. The index modulation (IM) extends the spatial modulation concept in the frequency domain, providing an additional index dimension with amplitude and phase constellation symbol to carry more data, which leads to additional diversity gain [12]. This flexible structure of IM enables us to create more energy friendly, transmission signals which is the utmost desirable attribute [13]. Thus, incorporating IM with OFDM results in OFDM-IM. The main idea in this technique is to utilize only a subset of the subcarriers and its indices to carry the data symbols while the rest are not used. This technique in general saves the transmitted power and the bit error rate (BER) performance is improved in comparison to classical OFDM [14]. Since only partial subcarriers are used to carry the data and the indices of these tones carrying additional data are extracted without any energy utilization, OFDM-IM technique enhances the system capability to attain the same throughput as classical OFDM by employing only partial resources. IM technique can be utilized in the time domain, frequency domain, spatial domain or the code domain on time slots, subcarriers, antennas and channel state variations respectively. The IM technique applied on the orthogonally spaced subcarriers are referred as frequency-domain IM (FD-IM).

The subcarriers in OFDM-IM are categorized into two types as data or active subcarriers and unused or inactive subcarriers, with active indices exploited to implicitly convey information bits [16]. However, OFDM-IM being a multi-carrier system similar to a classical OFDM, has inherited the sensitivity towards the carrier frequency offset. Any frequency error present distorts the orthogonality between the subcarriers resulting in inter carrier interference (ICI) which has double penalty effect of not only reducing the amplitude levels but also degrading the system performance [17].

It is a well-known fact that effective carrier frequency offset (CFO) estimation and compensation techniques are critical to a multi carrier system. Any algorithm to be designed needs to meet the standard prescribed limits set by IEEE 802.11 standard which is typically ±20ppm in most WLAN standards [18]. The
CFO compensation techniques are broadly classified as data aided (utilizing the training/synchronization sequences or pilot sequences) and data unaided. In this paper we are proposing a blind method to effectively eliminate the CFO introduced and two popular schemes of FD-IM, enhanced subcarrier-index modulated OFDM (ESIM-OFDM) and an enhanced generalized SIM-OFDM (EGSIM-OFDM) referred as GIM is used to demonstrate that our algorithm works irrespective of any scheme in FD-IM.

The rest of the sections in the article are structured as mentioned. Related work and the motivation for the work carried out are emphasized in section II. The OFDM-IM system model is explained with illustration in section III, the proposed detection algorithm is described in section IV, the simulation and results are discussed in the V section, while the proposed work is concluded in section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS AND MOTIVATION

Frequency synchronization has been extensively studied in OFDM systems, resulting in a wide range of CFO detection and compensation methods utilizing both data aided and blind approaches [21]-[25]. Even though a plethora of research has been conducted and published in the areas of OFDM-index modulation which confirms the advantages of OFDM-IM in comparison to conventional OFDM, giving considerable amount of potential applications, advantages and working principle [26]-[37] but most of the prevailing IM techniques are only assessed under ideal conditions and further very few research has been done on the impact of carrier frequency offset on its performance.

The authors of [38], have come up with the CFO estimation technique for the OFDM-GIM variant using the pilot and the unused data tones. Initially, the CFO is estimated using the preassigned pilot tones, and later the unused data tones in GIM-OFDM are detected using energy detection and then utilizing both the pilot and unused data tones the CFO is re-estimated. The major drawback of this technique lies in the detection of the unused data tones which vary in number and position of each sub block and any detection of an activated data subcarrier as unused data carrier results in additional errors and the threshold used in the energy detection varies with the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and needs to be properly chosen and since this algorithm also depends on preassigned pilot subcarriers reduces the spectral efficiency. The authors of [39] have come up with a theoretical approach to predict the Bit Error Rate accuracy of OFDM-IM schemes like OFDM Interleaved subcarrier index modulation (OFDM-ISIS) and OFDM adjacent subcarrier index modulation (OFDM-ASIM) in comparison to classical OFDM under the influence of CFO and Rayleigh fading channels but they do not provide any correction mechanism for the CFO.

In [40], the authors have demonstrated bit error rate performance against the varying SNR for frequency domain IM schemes of GIM and subcarrier index modulation (SNM) with radio frequency (RF) impairments like carrier offset and IQ imbalance and have shown through computer simulations that even though the IM scheme provide higher spectral efficiency but they are sensitive to RF impairment like CFO and IQ imbalance like classical OFDM systems and no method are suggested to overcome these RF impairment. Authors in [41] propose a more precise analytical result related to the bit error rate (BER) performance analysis methodology for OFDM-IM based on Craig’s formula instead of the exponential approximation where they have derived the average block error rate (BLER) and BER in closed form. But they do not consider any of the RF impairments into consideration when plotting average BLER and BER with respect to the ratio of transmit power to noise power (P/N0). In [42], the authors have studied the achievable rate with an M-ary constellation of OFDM-IM impaired with Gaussian noise and with the complete information of channel impulse response known at the receiver, they have also come up with an interleaving technique applied to the subblock grouping in OFDM-IM which exploits the diversity gain better in a frequency selective fading channel and hence IM outperforms the conventional OFDM systems under small M (PSK schemes rather than QAM modulation techniques) and for certain intervals of SNR. In [43], the authors have come up with a multiple mode transmission scheme (MM-OFDM-IM)) wherein the sections of subcarriers can carry different modes and additional data bits are carried through permutation of the multiple modes. They have also proposed a detector based on subcarrier wise detection. But the major drawback of this scheme comes in the presence of CFO impairment as a strong ICI will be experienced similar to OFDM because all the subcarriers are filled with non-zero values, and no scheme to mitigate the ICI is proposed. In [44], the researchers have analyzed the capability of ESIM-OFDM using Schmidl and Cox algorithm synchronizer in the presence of Gaussian noise and Rayleigh fading channel and have come up with the threshold selection but it is not dependent on $E_b/N_0$ and does not address the synchronization issues.

In [45], the authors have proposed a new variant of OFDM Index Modulation titled OFDM with all index modulation (OFDM-AIM) wherein the symbol bits used in OFDM-IM is eliminated by replacing the PSK/QAM modulator constellation by subblock modulator and they suggest that to accomplish the high diversity gain, the subblocks with higher order set design must be utilised and they propose an algorithm to construct the subblocks set with maximum order diversity. In [46], hybrid OFDM-IM is proposed by the authors, wherein the mode can be switched alternately either to classical OFDM or OFDM-IM based on the channel conditions. If the SNR values range from low to medium range, then normal OFDM is used for transmission and when the SNR is high OFDM-IM is used. In both cases for simulations, Rayleigh and Rician fading channels is considered while plotting BER vs. SNR, no other RF-Impairment is considered. Against the above background, in the current article, we have recommended a novel compensation Algorithm which estimates and corrects the frequency error. In this work, the error performance of two prominent frequency domain IM schemes: enhanced subcarrier index modulation (ESIM) and generalized index modulation (GIM) are evaluated along with the classical OFDM for three different CFO limits set at ±20ppm, ±25ppm and ±30ppm under the influence of Rayleigh scattering and AWGN channel conditions. The simulation results show that the proposed method is independent of the modulation schemes used and performs very well for not only the prescribed standard limit of ±20ppm but
even for higher offsets of ±25ppm and demands better signal quality when the CFO limit is further raised to ±30ppm.

**Notation:** In this article the symbols \( t \), \( t' \) and \( t'' \) represent the transpose, conjugate transpose and complex conjugate respectively.

### III. OFDM-IM SYSTEM MODEL

The block schematic of a frequency domain OFDM-IM system is illustrated in Fig. 1. The FD–IM is capable of carrying the extra data bits, particularly on the locations or indices of the activated data tones, without the need of additional energy for transmission. The 's' data bits are to be carried by the symbol is fed to a bit splitter which equally splits the s bits into G groups where each group are allotted a set of \( p \) bits which are further segregated into two subgroups of \( p1 \) index bits and \( p2 \) symbol bits. The index bits determine the positions of the data tones which carry the data symbols which are generated using the data bits from symbol mapping, and later all these subgroups are concatenated and fed to an OFDM symbol formation block which allocates all the subcarriers frequencies in the OFDM symbol and passed to the N-FFT block resulting in a time domain OFDM signal of \( N \) samples to which a sufficient length guard interval is pre-appended based on the maximum channel delay spread time.

In enhanced subcarrier index modulation OFDM (ESIM-OFDM), the subcarriers are clustered using two successive data tones and in every group only one data tone is activated and the other one is kept as an unused subcarrier and the indices of these used data carriers carries the additional data. In the GIM frequency domain IM technique, the data tones grouped into OFDM subgroups are not restricted to two. In every OFDM subgroup of size \( p \), it is further split into index bits represented as \( p1 \) and symbol bits as \( p2 \). Index bits specify the locations of the activated data tones which carry the mapped symbol bits \( ml \) and \( m2 \) explicitly and the other data tones are retained as unused data subcarrier \( u1 \) and \( u2 \) as shown in the look up Table I where \( p1 \) is chosen to be two and subgroup size is four.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX BITS</th>
<th>DATA LOCATION</th>
<th>SUBGROUPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[0,0]</td>
<td>[1,2]</td>
<td>[m1,m2,u1,u2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0,1]</td>
<td>[2,3]</td>
<td>[u1,m1,m2,u2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1,1]</td>
<td>[1,4]</td>
<td>[m1,u1,m2,m2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1,0]</td>
<td>[3,4]</td>
<td>[u1,u2,m1,m2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### TABLE I
**LOOKUP TABLE FOR GIM-OFDM**

Let \( \mathbf{x}' \) be the input data vector of length \( N \), and \( \mathbf{x}'_{iL} \) be the guard interval of length \( L \) which is pre-appended to the input vector block, making the transmitted signal cyclic in nature.

\[
\mathbf{x}'_i = [x'_i(0),x'_i(1),x'_i(2), \ldots, x'_i(N-1)]^T
\]

\[
\mathbf{x}'_{iL} = [x'_i(N-L), \ldots, x'_i(N-2), x'_i(N-1)]^T
\]

Then the \( i^{th} \) signal vector transmitted can be mathematically represented as:

\[
\mathbf{x}_i = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{x}'_{iL} \\
\mathbf{x}'_i \end{bmatrix}
\]

The \( i^{th} \) signal block captured at the receiver end can be represented as:

\[
\mathbf{y}_i = H \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{x}'_{i-1, L} \\
\mathbf{x}'_i \end{bmatrix} e^{j2\pi i(N+L)\phi/N} D(\varphi) + \mathbf{w}_i
\]

where \( H \) is a Toeplitz matrix with \((N+L) \times (N+2L)\) size and the first row is \([h(L), \ldots, h(0), 0 \ldots 0]\), the first column is \([h(L), 0, \ldots, 0]^T\) and the channel coefficients are represented as \( h(0), h(1), h(2), \ldots, h(L) \). The normalized carrier frequency offset \( \varphi \) is defined as the product of \( N\Delta f/F_s \), where \( \Delta f \) is the offset in Hz and \( F_s \) is the sampling frequency.

The diagonal matrix \( D(\varphi) \) and AWGN vector \( \mathbf{w}_i \) of the \( i^{th} \) noise block with variance of \( \sigma^2 \) are given in as equation (5) and (6)

\[
D(\varphi) = \text{diag} \{ 1, e^{j2\pi N\varphi}, \ldots, e^{j2\pi (N+L-1)\varphi/N} \}
\]

\[
\mathbf{w}_i = [w_i(0), w_i(1), \ldots, w_i(N+L-1)]^T
\]

### IV. PROPOSED CFO ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

A remodulated vector \( \tilde{\mathbf{y}}_i \) may be created by concatenating the last \( N \) samples of the previous received symbol \( \mathbf{y}_{i-1} \) with the initial \( L \) entries of the current received symbol \( \mathbf{y}_i \). The remodulated signal vector constructed so is also of same length as a conventional OFDM symbol length of \( N+L \). Thus two received symbols are required to create a single remodulated vector. Its cyclic structure is retained and can be utilized even in a multipath environment [47].

The remodulated vector can be represented mathematically as in equation (7):

\[
\tilde{\mathbf{y}}_i = [y_{i-1}(L), \ldots, y_{i-1}(N+L-1), y_i(0), \ldots, y_i(L-1)]^T
\]

The remodulated signal constructed at the receiver impaired with channel, carrier offset and noise can be represented as

\[
\tilde{\mathbf{y}}_i = H \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{x}'_{i-1, L} \\
\mathbf{x}'_i \end{bmatrix} e^{j2\pi i(N+L)\phi/N} D(\varphi) + \tilde{\mathbf{w}}_i
\]

where, \( \tilde{\mathbf{w}}_i = [w_{i-1}(L), \ldots, w_{i-1}(N+L-1), w_i(0), \ldots, w_i(L-1)]^T \)

Computing the autocorrelation matrix \( \mathbf{R}_n(\epsilon) \) of the difference vector \( \mathbf{r}_i(\epsilon) \) where the variable \( \epsilon \) is utilised in the offset calculation.

\[
\mathbf{R}_n(\epsilon) = \mathbb{E} \{ \mathbf{r}_i(\epsilon) \mathbf{r}_i(\epsilon)^H \}
\]

And, the difference vector \( \mathbf{r}_i(\epsilon) = \mathbf{y}_i - e^{j2\pi \epsilon} \tilde{\mathbf{y}}_i \)

Substituting the equations (4) and (8) in \( \mathbf{r}_i(\epsilon) \) can be represented as:
the average signal power of the vector transmitted is \( R(\epsilon) \) and \( w \) are uncorrelated.

Using equation (10), the auto correlation matrix \( R_n(\epsilon) \) is computed presuming both the signal vector and the noise vector are uncorrelated:

\[
R_{rr}(\epsilon) = \sigma^2 D(\varphi) H \sigma H^T D(-\varphi) + \sigma^2_n R_n(\epsilon)
\]

\[
\sigma = \begin{bmatrix}
(1-\tau_1)I_L & 0 & 0 & \tau_2^* I_L & 0 \\
0 & 2I_L & 0 & 0 & \tau_2 I_L \\
0 & 0 & 2I_{N-2L} & 0 & 0 \\
\tau_2 I_L & 0 & 0 & 2I_L & 0 \\
0 & \tau_2^* I_L & 0 & 0 & 2(1-\tau_1)I_L \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
R_n(\epsilon) = \begin{bmatrix}
2I_l & 0 & -e^{-j2\pi \epsilon} I_L \\
0 & 2I_{N-2L} & 0 \\
é^{-j2\pi \epsilon} I_L & 0 & 2I_L \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The diagonal entries of \( R_{rr}(\epsilon) \) are computed using the equation (11) and can be represented as

\[
[R_{rr}(\epsilon)]_{k,k} = \begin{cases}
2(\zeta - \alpha_{1} \zeta_k) & \text{if } i \in C \\
2\zeta + (2\alpha_{0})^2 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( C \) is the set of indices of first L (0, 1 . . . L-1) and the last L samples (N, N+1 . . . N+L-1) of the difference vector \( r_i \),

\[
\zeta \triangleq (\sigma_x)^2 \sum_{l=0}^{L}|h(l)|^2
\]

\[
\zeta_k = \begin{cases}
(\sigma_x)^2 \sum_{l=k+1}^{L}|h(l)|^2 & \text{if } 0 \leq k \leq L - 1 \\
(\sigma_x)^2 \sum_{l=0}^{N-L}|h(l)|^2 & \text{if } N \leq k \leq N + L - 1
\end{cases}
\]

It is clear from equation (12) and (13) that both \( \zeta \) and \( \zeta_k \) are independent of parameters \( \epsilon \) and \( \varphi \) and the cost function can be written as

\[
\tilde{J}(\epsilon) = \sum_{k \in C} [R_{rr}(\epsilon)]_{k,k}
\]

Hence, the cost function is minimum when \( \epsilon \) is equal to \( \varphi \). And the closed form solution to efficient estimation of the CFO can be approximated in terms of autocorrelation matrix \( R_{rr}(\epsilon) \) as equation (15) and \( S \) is the number of OFDM-IM symbols considered. Here, only S-1 symbols are considered as a minimum of 2 OFDM-IM is required to construct one remodulation vector.

\[
R_{rr}(\epsilon) \approx \frac{1}{S-1} \sum_{i=1}^{S-1} r_i(\epsilon) (r_i(\epsilon))^T
\]

\[
R_{rr}(\epsilon) \approx \frac{1}{S-1} \sum_{i=1}^{S-1} \sum_{k \in C} \left( r_i(k) - e^{j2\pi \epsilon} r_i(k) \right) \left( r_i(k) - e^{j2\pi \epsilon} r_i(k) \right)^T
\]
The range for $\varepsilon$ is set between (-0.5, 0.5) and the cost function can be re-written as

$$\hat{\phi} = \arg \min_{\varepsilon \in (-0.5, 0.5)} J(\varepsilon)$$

(17)

The cost function $J(\varepsilon)$ is minimized by taking its derivative and equating it to zero. It is observed that for the set range, equation (16) has a unique minimum and coarse estimation or Level 1 (L1) estimate of the CFO estimation is given by

$$\hat{\phi}_{L1} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \text{angle} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{L} \sum_{k \in C} y_i(k) (\tilde{y}_i(k))^* \right]$$

(18)

Once the L1 estimate is obtained, evaluate the equation (11c) and select only those indices within the $2L$ length of the set $C$ of the diagonal entries with minimum value such that the new length of $C_{\text{min}} < 2L$. Since the smaller diagonal entries have larger second order derivative. After choosing the $C_{\text{min}}$, compute the Fine estimate or Level 2 (L2) estimate using the equation (19):

$$\hat{\phi}_{L2} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \text{angle} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{S_{\text{min}}} \sum_{k \in C_{\text{min}}} y_i(k) (\tilde{y}_i(k))^* \right]$$

(19)

The mean square error (MSE) is finally computed by taking the mean square difference between the computed offset and the introduced offset. $R$ dictates the number of runs for which the algorithm is computed.

$$\text{MSE}(\phi) = \frac{1}{R} \sum_{i=1}^{R} |\hat{\phi}(i) - \phi|^2$$

(20)

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The performance of the proposed algorithm was evaluated through computer simulations using MATLAB software, the evaluation was carried out for two variants of frequency-domain IM (FD-IM), namely the ESIM-OFDM and GIM-OFDM along with the classical OFDM. The simulation parameters chosen are tabulated in Table II.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETERS</th>
<th>GIM/ESIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FFT size (N)</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guard Interval (CP Length)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of subgroups in every symbol</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation type</td>
<td>BPSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFO</td>
<td>±20ppm, ±25ppm, ±30ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>AWGN with Multipath Rayleigh fading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>channel delay samples locations</td>
<td>[0,1,2,6,8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>channel tap power profile</td>
<td>[0.34,0.28,0.23,0.11,0.04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of OFDM symbols (S)</td>
<td>10,30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Runs</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The plots in Fig. 2 – Fig. 7 give the performance of the proposed algorithm as a function of mean square error with respect to varying SNR (dB) for classical OFDM, enhanced subcarrier index modulation and generalized index modulation.

Fig. 2 is the performance plot of MSE vs. SNR (dB) considering the total number OFDM symbols (block size) of 10 and introduced frequency error is ±20ppm. It is evident from the plot that there is a marginal improvement in the case of GIM and ESIM when compared to classical OFDM. Both in coarse estimation and fine estimation. Although coarse estimation suffers from error flooring after an initial decrease in MSE with an increase in SNR, it remains constant after 10dB and shows no improvement thereafter and remains fixed at close to $10^{-5}$.

![Fig. 2. MSE vs. SNR(dB) comparison for block size=10 ,CFO = ±20ppm](image)

The error flooring characteristics are not seen in the fine estimate and MSE decreases further down with an increase in SNR and lies between $10^{-5}$ and $10^{-4}$. Performance plot in Fig. 3 is similar to Fig. 2 but the frequency error parameter is increased to ±25ppm. It also displays a marginal improvement of index modulation in comparison to classical OFDM and the error flooring pattern can be observed in coarse estimation and the MSE lies between $10^{-5}$ and $10^{-4}$ consolidating that the proposed algorithm can handle higher frequency offsets with equal efficiency.

![Fig. 3. MSE vs. SNR(dB) comparison for block size = 10, CFO = ±25ppm](image)

In Fig. 4, we observe that as the block size is increased to 50 and the CFO is set to ±20ppm, the marginal difference between the 3 schemes vanishes and they all overlay on each other in both coarse and fine estimation. Although, fine estimation always outperforms coarse estimation and MSE decreases to greater than $10^{-6}$. As the CFO is further increased to ±25ppm, the overlay pattern continues and MSE is close to $10^{-6}$ and not much difference to Fig. 4 is observed in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 4. MSE vs. SNR(dB) comparison for block size = 50, CFO = ±25ppm](image)
Fig. 6 is the performance plot for block size 10 and the frequency error increased further to \( \pm 30 \) ppm. And we observe that the classical OFDM suffers the most both in coarse and fine estimation and among the GIM and ESIM, ESIM outperforms, achieving a MSE greater than \( 10^{-2} \) for coarse estimation. For the case of fine estimation, the MSE decreases when the SNR is greater than 10dB for index modulation, OFDM scheme demands much better SNR greater than 15dB and overall they overlap, eventually demanding better signal quality as the frequency error is increased. At a high frequency error of \( \pm 30 \) ppm, with an increase in block size to 50, the MSE of coarse lies between \( 10^{-4} \) and \( 10^{-5} \) while that of fine estimation achieves \( 10^{-6} \) as seen in Fig. 7.

Figs. 8 and 9 are the comparative graphs of our proposed algorithm with algorithms using pilot subcarriers and unused subcarriers to estimate the carrier frequency offset in ESIM and GIM variants. Our proposed algorithm clearly outperforms in estimating the CFO error irrespective of the CFO introduced. Whereas the algorithms based on pilot subcarrier showed slightly better performance at low SNR regions up to \( \pm 25 \) ppm as compared to our proposed algorithm. But as the CFO limits are further pushed to \( \pm 30 \) ppm, our proposed algorithm clearly outperforms the other CFO estimations as observed in Fig. 9.

VI. CONCLUSION

OFDM-IM is capable of addressing the critical needs for a smooth transit to greener communications for Wi-Fi 6 and beyond technologies. However, it is also sensitive to frequency errors which needs to be addressed efficiently to utilize its full potential. Our proposed novel algorithm efficiently handles the frequency error by accurately estimating the CFO using the remodulated guard interval. The algorithm is independent of the modulation scheme employed or the variants of OFDM-IM used. The performance of the algorithm not only satisfies the prescribed standard limits but also work equally efficiently at higher offsets like \( \pm 25 \) ppm. When the offset is further increased to \( \pm 30 \) ppm, the proposed algorithm will perform but requires better SNR. Thus, the algorithm proposed work’s for both OFDM-IM and Conventional OFDM, and WLAN systems can make use of OFDM-IM schemes to harness its complete potential.
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